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Artificial intelligence has become a tool for many industries. Medicare relies on 

managing data of all patients. The law system requires documents and cases to be stored with 

artificial intelligence. The creation of this system dates back to the 1960s with a stigma against 

minorities, women, people of color, and people of all genders. Algorithms containing these 

biases haven’t been corrected throughout the years. Algorithmic bias is largely hidden and alters 

the way that information is received. When lawyers access information from this bias system, it 

leads to more people of color being placed in jail, a direct result of this system wide glitch. 

Correcting these invisible biases requires human effort and there aren’t systems in place that 

accurately determine how to determine, approach, and resolve these errors. The lack of a 

framework for computer programmers to assess and implement these changes is the main focus 

of this research proposal.  

Bias is where an individual isn’t given the same opportunities as what is thought to be the 

“larger” population because of their background, perceived malicious means, or the evaluator’s 

unintentional mistake. In this case, our evaluator is an algorithm. This may be a recruiting 

algorithm, an advertisement algorithm, or a criminal justice algorithm and the fact that the 

evaluator is not human makes it much harder to realize a bias is occurring. Before we determine 

what biases are occurring, it is essential to cover the algorithm’s capabilities. An algorithm 

works by receiving a set of data that is connected to true/false values. If we use a recruiting 

algorithm as our example, then we see that our dataset is a list of people’s names and profiles 

and the true/false identifier is whether they have been recruited or not. This preliminary dataset is 



created by humans and oftentimes it has been created between ten to twenty years ago. Our 

example dataset may have many white male names because the majority of people applying for a 

position at Company X twenty years ago were white males. When the algorithm “learns” from 

this data twenty years later when Company X has developed a machine learning system, it is 

trained to perceive that white males are better applicants than the rest of the population. As a 

result when Recruiter Y goes through the algorithm’s list of applicants, they unwittingly hire 

more white males because most other people have been kicked out of the recruiting by the 

algorithm. While this may seem like an improbable example, Amazon’s recruitment services 

implemented an algorithm with an issue very similar to this example. Old information isn’t the 

only cause of this bias, incomplete datasets or over amplifying this bias across multiple 

interfaces in multiple industries brings a frightful thought: relying on these unchecked algorithms 

can negatively impact thousands if not millions of people.  

Some would claim that returning to a system without machine learning involvement 

would significantly reduce the bias. However, this is not possible as the shift from paper to 

computing was made early on and returning to that system would be inefficient. Correcting the 

bias would D start with creating a supplementary dataset that offsets the past data by providing 

fake but more inclusive information, such as including more women in our example recruiting 

dataset. However, this is also not feasible. The downside of comparing biases individually is that 

not all unequal biases are considered unfair. Current systems for operators to manage these 

algorithms and prevent biases are the main issue that needs to be addressed.  

The solution would include multi-verification, larger breadth approach, regular checking, 

and management reviewing. Multi-verification involves a series of questions that work from a 



larger to smaller context to verify and make changes in the algorithm accordingly. The first 

verification would determine what the goal of the algorithm is and attempt to determine any 

obvious biases that could be eliminated. The second verification determines a target and 

threshold that needs to be reached in order to create a fair target analysis. Finally, the last 

verification determines if diversity has been considered in the implementation of the algorithm 

and whether there was a preliminary step that was missing. Larger breadth approach focuses on 

removing biases from multiple interfaces such as personal information, financial situation, or age 

biases. Regular checking ensures that the most recent updates have been made in terms of 

diversity. Finally, management reviewing involves multiple people of different backgrounds 

working as the operators for breaking down the algorithm. 

The main obstacle to implementing this framework is ensuring that the operators for the 

algorithm will effectively follow and complete these essential steps in removing the algorithm 

bias.  
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